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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the results of a post—sample simulation ofa
speculative strategy using a portfolio of foreigncurrency forward contracts.
The main newfeatures of the speculative strategy are (a)the use of Kalman
filterstoupdate the forecasting equation, (b) the allowance for transactions,
costs and margin requirements and (c) the endogenous determination of the
leveragingof the portfolio. While the forecasting model tended to overesti-
mate profit and underestimate risk, the strategy was still profitableover a
three year period and itwas possible to reject the hypothesis that the sumof
profits was zero. Furthermore, the currency portfolio was found to have an
extremely low market risk. Combinations of the speculative currency portfolio
with traditional portfolios of U.S. equities resulted in considerable
improvements in risk—adjusted returns on capital.
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In an earlierstudy, Bilson (1981), a strategy for speculating iflthe
foreign—exchange forward market was described. Thestrategy involved using
econometric techniques to evaluate the forecastingefficiency of forward
exchange rates, and financial techniques to estimate
mean—variance optimal
portfolios of forward contracts. The econometric
analysis suggested that a
composite forecast which included both the spot rate and theforward rate
provided a statistically superior forecast of the futurespot rate than did the
forward rate by itself. In addition, itwas not possible to reject the hypoth-
esis that the weight given to the forward rate ina composite forecast should
be zero, a result which implies that thespot exchange—rate evolves as a random
walk. Since the difference between the forwardrate and the spot rate at any
point in time is directly related to the difference innominal interest rates,
the econometric analysis suggested aspeculative strategy which involved
borrowingin low—interest—rate currencies andlending in high—interest—rate
currencies. Since movements in foreign—exchange ratesare correlated, the mean
varianceportfolio technique was employed to determine theoptimal positions in
the set of nine currencies considered. Theresults demonstrated that a specu-
lator who had employed the model would haverealized an extremely high ratio of
profit to risk.
The research reported here is a part of the NBER'sresearch in
International Studies. Anyopinionsexpressed are those of the authors and not
those of the National Bureau of EconomicResearch. We are grateful to Phillipe
Jorion for research assistance on both the theoreticaland empirical aspects of thepaper.—2—
These results have recently been confirmed by a number of other Studies.
Hodrick and Srivastava (1983) consider an extended model in which thecomposite
forecast includes the premiums or discounts on all of the currencies inthe
sample. Their estimates of the profitability of speculative trading inforeign
currencies are slightly less favorable than those reported in the earlier
paper, but they are nevertheless large and statistically significant. Fama
(1983) and Korajcyzk (1983) also find that spot rates out—perform forwardrates
as forecasts of future spot rates. Furthermore, studies by Silson (1983),
Levich (1981), and Meese and Rogoff (1982) demonstrate that thespot rate fore-
casts are generally superior to forecasts generated by standard academic
exchange rate models and by commercial foreign exchange forecasting serices.
The consensus appears to be that exchange rates evolve as a random walk, and
that nominal interest rate differentials do not reflect market expectations of
changes in the exchange rate.
The apparent profitability of currency speculation may be interpleted ina
number of ways. First, it could be the case that the results are specific to
the particular sample andthatthe apparent profits would fail to be realized
in post—sample speculations. Second, it could be the case that the actual risk
of the activity has been understated, either because of the failure of a low
probability outcome to occur in the sample, or because the measure of risk
employed (the standard deviation of the profit on the portfolio) is not an
accurate estimate of the! 'market' risk of the activity. Finally, it could be
the case that the market is 'inefficient.' Taken at face value, the results
suggest a world in which interest rates are basically determined by domestic
conditions, including the expected rate of inflation of domestic commodity
prices and domesticmonetary policies, and in which there is 'insufficient'
uncovered interest arbitrage (Mclcinnon (19791, chapter 7). If it is true that—4—
(1) S(n,t +1)=8S(n,t) +(1—8)F(n,t) +u(n,t)
Notation; S(n,t) =spotrate for currency 'n' at time 't'
F(n,t) =forwardrate for currency 'ii'attime't'
u(n,t) =forecasterror for currency 'n' at time 't'
If the forward—parity model is correct, the regressioncoefficient '8' should
not he significantly different from zero. On the otherhand, if the random
walk model is correct, the estimate of '8' should not besignificantly differ-
ent from unity. The purpose of the econometric analysis is todetermine an
appropriate estimate of the weights in the composite forecast. Inaddition, an
estimate of the covariance matrix of the forecasterrors is also required.
There are a number of issues that must be addressed in theestimation of
the regression coefficients. First, in order tocontrol for heteroscedas—
ticity, we assume that the variance of the residuals is proportional to the
square of the spot exchange rate. Hence we adjust the equationby dividing
through by the spot exchange rate. Second, we take account of the correlation
in the forecast errors through the use of theseemingly unrelated regression
procedure developed by Zellner (1962]. Third, we take account of the colinear—
ity between the spot and forward rates by imposing the constraint that the
weights in the composite forecast sun to unity.
Otheraspects of the estimation procedure have been dictated bythe nature
ofthedata. Since the variance of the residuals is large relative to thesam-
ple variation in the exogenous variables, it is extremely difficult to obtain
precise estimates of the weihts in the composite forecast. We increase the
signal to noise ratio by imposing the constraint that the weights in the com-
posite forecast are the same for all currencies. By combining low—interest—
ratecurrencies like the Swissfrancwith high—interest—rate currencies like—3—
exchange rates evolve as a random walk, then nominal interest rates on assets
denominated in different currencies should be approximately the same. In a
world in which speculators used the random walk model, it is more likely that
both exchange rates and interest rates would be more stable (Bilson [1982] ).
Ourpurpose in this paper is to investigate the above—mentioned issues.
We consider the problem of sample specificity by examining the post—sample
performance of the earlier model over a three—year period, We address one of
the sources of excessive profitability by allowing for transactions costs in
both the estimation of the optimal portfolios and in the statistical evaluation
of the strategy. Finally, we examine both the absolute risk and the market
risk of the strategy by examining the correlation between the return on the
currency portfolio and the return on the s&P 500 index. Furthermore, we
introduce an extended mean—variance portfolio algorithm that allows for the
endogenous determination of the leverage on the portfolio.
I. &ONOI4ETRICS
Our forecasting etluation may be considered as a synthesis of two popular
characterizations of asset price—movements, the first is the forward parity
model in which the best forecast of the spot price in any future period is the
forward rate for that maturity. The second is the random walk model in which
the best forecast of the spot price in any future period is the current spot
price. In this study, we shall be concerned with forecasting spot exchange
rates over a four week horizon. In order to do so, we create a composite fore-
cast from the spot rate and the one—month forward rate)
The use of a one month forward rate with a four-week horizon was dictated
by our data source. Similar results have been obtained with other data. See,
for example, Korajczyk [1983]; Hansen and Srivastava (1983).—5—
the Italian lira, we increase the sample variation in the right hand-side vari-
ables and lower the variance of the estimated coefficient. Finally, we take
account of the tact that extremely large values of the right hand—side variable
occur on occasion. In theoriginalsample of 666 observations (9 currencies by
74 time periods), there were 55 instances, or approximately 8 percent of the
sample, in which the value of the regressor exceeded 10 percent perannumin
absolute value. In order to avoid having the results biased by these extreme
values, we allow for separate weights for values that exceed 10 percent in
absolute value.
The data for the original study consisted of observations taken on the
Fridayof every fourth week on the spot rate and the one month forward rate.
The data covered nine currencies——Canadian dollar, British pound, Belgian
franc, French franc, Deutsche mark, Italian lira, Dutch guilder, Swiss franc,
andJapanese yen——over the period from July 1974 to January 1980. Further








+ 1.280 [S(n,t) —
S(n,t)
(0.120)
In this equation, thesuperscript '8' refers to the valuesof (S—F)/S that
areless than 10 percent in absolute value while the superscript 'V refers to
values thanexceed 10 percent.
Theseresults offer strong support to the random—walk model of exchange—
ratemovements. For small values of the forward premium or discount, the opti-
mal forecastof the future spot rate assigns 74 percent of the weight in the—6—
compositeto the spot rate. The 26 percent weight assigned to the forwardrate
is not significantly different from zero at the 5percent significance level.
The results are even more extreme for the large values, where theweight on the
forward rate is negative. For both large and small values,the forward—parity
modelis decisively rejected: the weight given to the forwardrate in the
composite forecast is significantly less than unity in both cases.
As was mentioned above, these results are not new. Theywere initially
distributed as an NBER WorkingPaper inApril 1980, and subsequently published
in the Journal of Business in 1981. They consequently offeran opportunity for
examiningthe post—sample performance of the forecasting equation. Forour
post—samplesimulation, we update the estimates of theequation in each period
usingthe Kalmanfiltertechnique.2 The estimated values of the twocoeffi—
cientsare given in Appendix A. these coefficients appear to be quite stable.
The end of sample estimates (.8892, 1.1707) are notgreatly different from the
original estimates. We also update the covariance matrix of the forecast
errors. In each period, we compute a covariance matrix using the past 16 fore-
cast errors. This adjustment is important since changing monetaryarrange-
ments, including the "snake," the "tunnel,' and the European Monetary System,
have a definite influence on the covariation between exchange rates. While the
16—period moving window is an extremely simple way of accounting for these
changes, it is certainly superior to the alternative of no adjustment at all.
Asa consequence of the updating procedure, we have an estimate of the
bias in the forward rate in each period and anestimate of the covariance
matrixof the forecast errors. We stress again thatallof the information
21nthe Kalman filter program, we do not discount past observations.
Hence the results are identicalto a moving regression in which one observation
isadded each period.—7—
requiredto form these estimates was available at the time, and that the
techniques for constructing the estimates are standard. Using the information
fromthe econometric analysis, we shall describe the techniquesrequiredto
estimate the optimal mean variance portfolio in the next section.We shall
subsequently examine the performanceof the portfolios over the threeyear
post—sampleperiod.
U. THE SPECtJLArtvSTRATEGY
Theeconometric analysis yields forecasts of the spot exchange ratefor
fourweekshence for each of the nine currencies and of the covariancematrix
ofthe forecast errors. In this section, we describe atechnique which uses
this information as an input and creates a vector of positions(long or short)
in each currency. In our context, a position is a forwardcontract to buy or
sell the currency. The speculator offsets the forward contractat its maturity
by buying or selling an offsetting amount ofcurrency in the spot market. Hence
the gross profit on the transaction is equal to the differencebetween the
forward rate at t, F(n, t), and the subsequentspot rate, S(n, t +1),
multiplied by the quantity of foreign currency purchased or sold. For ease of
interpretation,we value all of the forward positions in U. S. dollars at the
current spot rate, S(n, t). Hence
(3) Gross Profits =[(S(n,t +1)—F(n,t))/S(n,t)JS(n,t)Q(n,t)
where Q(n,t) represents the amount of foreigncurrency purchased or sold in
the forward market. We simplify our notation by writing this definitionas
(4) Gross Profits =r(n,t)q(n,t)—8—
where r(n,t) =(Sn,t+1) —F(n,t))/S(n,t)and q(n,t) =S(n,t)Q(n,t).The
quantity, q(n,t), represents the dollar value of the position and r(n,t)
represents the profit per dollar of position. It is also the endogenous vari-
able in the econometric forecasting equation.
One important feature of the speculative model is that it takes account of
transactions costs in assessing the optimal positions. The transactionscosts
are assumed to be 0.1 percent for the major currencies (CD, BP, DM, SF,fiG, J)
and 0.2 percent for the less—traded currencies (BF, FF, IL). Thus weassume
that it costs US$1000 to purchase one million dollars worth of Britishpounds,
and US$2000 to purchase one million dollars worth of Italian lira. Allowance
fortransactions costs is of particular importance during periods in which two
or more currencies are highly correlated because of monetary arrangements.
Under these conditions, small differences in the premium or discount against
thedollar would lead to extremely large spread positions if transactions costs
werenot accounted for.
The speculator is assumed to choose a vector of positions in order to
maximize a utility function defined over expected profits, E(w),andthe
variance of profits,V(w) .Thespecific utility function is defined in
equation(5).
(5) IJ[E(7r), V(ir)J =E(7T)—
(jx)v(1r)
The 'A' parameter represents the speculator's degree of risk aversion. The
'A' may be interpreted in the following way. If the speculator is offered the
opportunity to multiply the outcome of a drawing from a normal distribution
with a mean and standard deviation of unity by a certain number of dollars, and
if the speculator receives the product if positive or pays if the product is
negative, then 'A' represents the number of dollars by which that outcome—9—
will be multiplied.3 In the following simulations, weassume a value for 'A1
of $100. This assumption is inconsegential, since thepositions and profits
are all proportional to this parameter. The rate ofreturn, and the ratio of
profit to risk (standard deviation), are independent of theassumed degree of
risk aversity.
The expected net dollar profit on the portfolio is definedas
(6) E(TT) =qr—gc
where 'q' is an N x 1vector whose typical value is the dollar value of
the position taken in the nth currency. The typical elementof the N X1
vector 'r' is the expected bias in the forward rate,expressed as a fraction
of the current spot rate, r(n, t). The second term inequation (6), Jg'c,
represents the allowance for transactions costs. The costs are assumed to be
the product of the absolute value of the position and thetransactions cost per
dollar purchased or sold, 'c'.
The variance of profits is defined is equation (7)
(7) V(1r)qaq
2 represents the N XNcovariance matrix of the forecast errors.
Substituting the definitions of expected profit and the variance of profit
into the utility function allows for the level of utility to beexpressed as a
function of the vector of control variables, q. It is, however, difficult to
maximize the function directly with respect to these variables because of the
3Define k as a scaleparameter. Then U(,) =kEN)—(2iJk2V(ir). Maxi-
mizing the function with k as the choice variable yields k =AE(ir)
f V(w).Fora N(1,1) distribution, kEN) =A.Hence A equals the expected
level of profits when the_distribution is N(1,1). More generally, kE(ir)
=s2A,where 5 =E(w)/v'v(ir).We refer to 's' as the safety ratio.—10—
presence of the absolute value of q in the expression forthe transactions
costs. We circumvent this problem by
approximating the transactions costs with
a quadratic form, as described in equation (8).
(8) qc =(j1)qeq
C is a diagonal N XNmatrix. The typical diagonal element ofC is
defined by
(9) C(n, n) =(2Ac)/Jq(n)
Substituting (6), (7), and (8) into the objective functionyields:
(10) U(E(w), V(w)Jqr —(j)q( +CJq
This formulation demonstrates that the effect ofthe transactions costs is
to add a positive diagonal terms to thecovariance matrix. Since the transac-
tions costs reduce the apparent correlation between
the returns, allos.iing for
transactions costs will reduce spread positions and biasthe estimated optimal
positions towards zero.
Differentiating U(•) with respect to the vectorq and setting the
resulting first order conditions equal to zero, yields thefollowing solution
for the optimal portfolio.
* —1 (11) q =[2+C]Ar
The only difficulty with the estimation of thepositions from this
equation is that the transactions cost matrix C dependsupon the value of the
positions. We solve this problem iteratively. In the firstiteration, the
elements of C are set equal to zero. We thenuse (11) to estimate q* and
we then use q* to estimate the elements of C.This process continues until
the position estimates stabilize.—11—
In Table 1, we illustrate, the optimization procedures byproviding a
detailed description of a particular portfolio. Thisportfolio is not repre-
sentative, since it has both the highest expected and highest actualprofit,
but it offers a clear demonstration of the speculativestrategy. The position
was taken on May 22, 1981, and realized on June 191 1981. At that time,French
and Italian interest rates were high relative to Swiss, German andDutch inter-
est rates. Hence the optimal portfolio basically consisted oflong positions
in French francs and Italian lira offset by an equally valued shortposition in
the Dutch guilder. It is noticeable that theprogram avoided a short position
in the Japanese yen despite the large (13.62 percentper annum) premium on this
currency, and that the net dollar position was small. Because of the higher
correlation between the seven European currencies than between thedollar, yen
and the Europeans, most of the positions taken by theprogram consist of
spreads between the European currencies. This fact will become 'more important
when the market risk of the speculative strategyis evaluated.
The illustrative portfolio can also be used to demonstrate theconcept of
the return on the portfolio that we shall use. Since the forward marketposi-
tions do not require the placement of capital, it is often said that' thereturn
on forward contracts is either plus or minus infinity. However, even when a
large corporation obtains a foreign—exchange guideline from a bank, the bank
will typically require some deposits with the bank in order tc ensuredelivery.
In addition, the transactions costs may be considered as an initial investment.
We assume a margin requirement of 10 percent of the absolute value of the
position, and we define the capital investment as being equal to the margin
plus the transactions cost. In calculating the return on the investment, we—12—
Table 1: A SAMPLE CURRENCY PORTFOLIO
Position Taken May 22, 1981
PositionRealized June 19, 1981
Forward Forward Spot
Premium Price Price
Position (05/22) (05/22) (06/19) Gain
Currency (U.S.$) (% pa) (U.S.$/*) (U.S.$/*) (U.5.$)
FE 107285 —16.10 .1762 .1748 —811 IL 41121 —3.12 .8669E—03 .8400E—03 —1296
SF 10877 10.53 .4874 .4814 —135
DM — —5 6.91 .4330 .4188 0
JY —2352 13.62 .4529E—02 .4470E—02 33
np —9652 8.25 2.0777 1.9642 531 SF —12948 2.54 .0265 .0256 434
DG —141220 8.99 .3900 .3766 4876
NET —6894 3664
CD 25409 0.80 .8325 .8290 —107
Net (U.S.$) —18515 3557
Summary: Trading Profits $3557
Transactions costs 512
Net Trading Profit 3045
Margin ($35087)
P—Bill Rate (16.6 percent)




Return (% permonth) 9.91—13—
assumethat the speculator earns the Treasury Bill rate on themargin. Hence
the total profit is equal to the profit front thespeculative activity plus the
interest on the margin minus the transactions costs.Using this definition,
our most successful portfolio earned a return of almost 10percent over the
four-week period.
In Table2,summarystatistics relating to the performance of theport—
folio over the period from February 1980 to December 1982 arepresented. The
table offers an excellent example of the endogenous determination ofthe lever-
aging of the portfolio. The 'safety ratio,' defined as the ratio ofexpected
profit to the expected standard deviation of profit, is the most important de-
terminant of the degree of leveraging. The scale of the position in the market
is proportional to the square of the safety ratio.4 When the safety ratio is
around unity, the expected gross profit is around $100; when the safety ratio
is increases to around 5, the expected gross profit increases to around$2500.
It is noticeable that a large part of the total actual profits were made in a
few periods when the safety ratio was high.
The fact that the expected profits are proportional to the square of the
safety ratio implies an important difference between the econometric and the
financial analysis of speculative efficiency. In the econometric evaluation,
concern is taken to ensure that the residuals in the regression are serially
uncorrelated and hognoscedastic. However, a speculator using the econometric
results will weight the observations by the square of the safety ratio so that
the unanticipated profit series will be strongly heteroscedastic. It is
straightforward to demonstrate that the expected variance of profit is
4seefootnote 3.—14—
Table 2: SUMMARY OF TRADING PERFORMANCE
Expected Actual Transactions Profit Profit Safety Costs Margin Date (TJ.S.$) (tJ.S.$) Ratio (U.S.$) (u.s.$)
800201 66 173 .96 19 1195 800229 35 79 .76 13 850 800328 45 56 .78 11 1002 800425 76 14 .13 30 2103 800523 58 —25 1.06 28 1936 800620 62 12 .95 20 1337 800718 44 8 .82 15 989 800815 119 86 1.28 33 2206 800912 739 468 2.92 101 6605 801010 84 48 1.12 28 1899 801107 97 84 1.21 32 2228 801205 29 4 .67 10 743 810102 24 50 .61 8 606 810130 41 43 .78 13 947 810227 34 40 .72 11 792 810327 5 —42 .35 3 220 810424 6 10 .36 3 263 810522 19 73 .82 14 1014 810619 2411 3049 5.53 512 35087 810717 319 562 2.22 113 7845 810814 612 106 2.86 154 10948 810911 2374 1068 5.31 382 26340 811009 88 —476 1.20 34 2615 811106 51 4 .91 19 1301 811204 15 —18 .52 6 554 811231 37 58 .81 16 1195 820129 26 41 .67 11 814 820226 18 12 .57 8 589 820326 19 20 .56 7 561 820423 350 322 2.03 54 3629 820521 48 99 .84 15 1068 820618 147 —400 1.35 28 1917 820716 11 19 .48 5 421 820812 29 92 .66 9 710 820910 19 21 .54 7 506 821008 27 17 .67 10 697 821105 13 —1 .50 6 412 821203 160 —243 1.49 45 2901 821231 89 107 1.10 24 1613 8446 5632
Notes: Date: year.month.day
Expected Profit: net of transactions costs
ActualProfit: net oftransactions costs
SafetyRatio: Expected Profit/Expected Standard Deviation ofProfit Transactions costs:0.1 percent for CD, DL B?, SF, JY, and DG
0.2 percent for IL, SF, and FE'.—15-
proportionalto the expected profit, with the proportionality factorbeing
equal to the risk aversion parameter X
(12) V(lr)=AE(7T)
Since the validity of equation (12) is an importantcomponent of both the
evaluation of the speculative strategy and the econometric testsused in the
evaluation, we begin by examining this relationship in the postsample
simulation.
In order to test equation (12), we posit an extended model of thevariance
of profits which includes both the level and thesquare of expected profits.
In the absence of other information, it appears reasonable to assume thatthe
variance of profit would be proportional to the square of expectedprofits
rather than the level. Hence this model constitutes a natural alternativeto
the relationship predicted by the speculative strategy. The alternativeis
tested against the maintained model by regressing thesquare of the error in
forecasting profit, minus the value predicted by the maintained model, on the
additional variables. The results of the estimation are presented below.
(13) u2 —AE(w)=9580+96.37E(n)+.0979E(w)2+ t t
(35263)(241.02) (.1012)
=0.49F(2,36) =19.38D.W =1.44
Although the individual parameters in equation (13) are not stastistically
significant, the F—statistic demonstrates that it is possibletoreject the
hypothesis that all of the coefficients are zero. Furthermore, since all of
the parameters are positive, the variance predicted by the alternative model is
greater than the variance predicted by the maintained model.—16—
The underestimation of the variance of profits isquite significant. In
order to illustrate the dimensions of the problem,we provide standard summary





Standard Deviation 106 206
Minimum 23 491
Maximum 491 1026
On average, the alternative estimate is twice that predictedby the maintained
model. The extent of the downward bias appears to begreatest for the small
values.
The underestimation of the risk of the speculativestrategy has two major
consequences for the evaluation. First, if the speculator had known the true
risk of the strategy, the scale of the position would have beenreduced. Using
the maintained estimates, expected gross profits summed to $8,446over the
sampleperiod. If the positions were re—estimated with the alternative risk
estimates,expected profits would have summed to $2308. Hence the major part
of the profit realized from the positions taken was due to the factthat the
51n footnote 3, it was demonstrated thatkE(Tr) =82A.Since 32 =E(IT)2/V(lr),
the effect of the underestimation of the variance can be described by the
21) relationshipkEN) =SVA(W) whereVE(71)represents the maintained
estimate of the variance and VA(w) the alternative estimate. Theaverage
value of VA(w)/vA(ir) is approximately .5, hence the underestimation ofrisk
caused the average scale of the position to be twice as large as thespeculator
would have taken withfull information.—17—
speculator underestimated the true risk of the strategy. Second, theunderest-
imation of the risk implies that the maintained estimates shouldnot be used in
tests of the hypothesis that the actual profits realized are eithersignif j—
cantly different from zero or from the expected value. Incorrecting for the
heteroscedasticity in the profit series, we shall use the alternativeestimates
of the variances.
The first test of this type relates to the ability of the modelto fore-
cast situations in which currency speculation is profitable. Weexatne this
issue by testing whether expected profits provide unbiased forecastsof actual
profits. Our results are based on the estimates of the following regression
equation.





R2 =0.21S.E. =118.1 F(1,37) =10.89 D.W. 1.73
A(Tr)t =actualprofits in period t; ELTI1t =expectedprofits in period
t —1.standard errors are presented in brackets beneath the coefficients.
This equation was estimated usingweightedleast squares. The weights were the
reciprocals of the alternative estimates of the standard deviations. We
observe first that the coefficient on expected profits is significantlygreater
than zero at standard significance levels. The t—statistic for testing if the
slope coefficient is unity is 1.935. With 37 degrees of freedom, we are unable
to reject the hypothesis that the true slope coefficient is unity at the five
percent level, but we are able to reject at the ten percent level. Further-
more, the constant term in the regression is negative. These considerations
lead to the presumption that the model is tending to overestimate the profits
from the trading strategy. If we use an F—test to test the joint hypothesis
that the constant term is zero andtheslope coefficient is unity, the value of—18—
the statistic turns out to be 3.74. The value is below the five percent criti-
cal value of the F—distribution with 1 and 37 degrees of freedom. Weare
consequently unable to reject the hypothesis that the model is providing unbi-
ased forecasts of actual profits. It is, however, true that the mostlikely
direction of bias is towards overly optimistic estimates of expectedprofits.
It was mentioned above that, had the speculator known of the overestima-
tion of the variance, he or she would have reduced the totalexpected gross
profits from $8,446 to $2,308, by reducing the scale of the position. The
knowledge that the model tended to overestimate the expected profits would also
inducea contraction in the scale of the position. Combining both theadjust-
ment to the variance and the adjustment to expected profit, the totalexpected
grossprofit would have been reduced to $841.6 The same point can be made from
the point •of view of the certainty equivalence value of thestrategy. With the
utility function that we have posited, the certainty equivalence value of the
strategy is equal to one—half of the expected profit.7 That is, given the
degree of risk aversion, the speculator would be willing to payup to one-half
of the expected profit in order to partake in the speculative strategy. Given
themaintained estimates of expected profit and the variance of profit, our
speculator would be willing to pay up to $4223 to own the strategy. With the
actualestimates, the maximwn payment would be reduced to $420, and the scale
of the position would have been reduced in proportion to the reduction in
2 EA(IT) 2 6Again, kE(Tr) =s (EM())A where EA(1T) is the alternative estimate
of profit and EH(ir)is the maintained estimate. Since the alternative
estimate is always below the maintained estimate, the speculator would have




7t1(u) =E(w)—()V(ir),and v(it) =AE(ir),hence UN) =1/2E(ir)—19—
expectedprofits. In this sense, the post—sample performance ofthe strategy
is disappointing.
While theprofitsfrom the strategy werelessthan predicted, and while
the risk was greater than predicted, it is still thecase that the strategy was
profitable on average. Losses were realized on onlyeight of the 39 portfol-
ios1 and the largest loss, $476, was considerably smallerthan the largest gain
of $3049. We now examine the hypothesis that thesum of the actual profits is
zero. In testing this hypothesis, the variance of the sum isassumed to be the
sunof the variances predicted by the regression modelpresented in equation
(13). Since these estimates are typically larger than themaintained esti-
mates, their use lessens the probability of rejecting the nullhypothesis. We




Under the assumption that the true residuals arenormally and independently
distributed, this statistic follows a t—distribution with 38degrees of
freedom. The computed value of the test statistic is3.298. This value
exceeds the one percent critical value of the t—distribution with 38degrees of
freedom. We consequently reject the hypothesis that the truesum of profits is
zero. This test is probably the most important test forpurposes of testing
the efficiency of the forward exchange market. In addition,we may wish to
testif the sum of realized profits is significantly different from thesum
predicted by the model. The test statistic for this hypothesis is —1.64. This
statistic lies within the critical values of thet-distribution at the ten per-
cent significance level. We areconsequentlyunable to reject the hypothesis—20—
thatthe difference between actual andexpected profits is due to sampling
variation.
It is interesting to compare this test with thetest used in Bilson [1981)
and ilodrick and Srivastava [1983).In their tests, the individual valuesof
actual and expected profits are divided by thepredicted standard deviation in
order to create a series of standardized actual
and expected profit. They then
test if the mean of the distribution of actual
standardized profits is signif-
icantly different from either zero or theaverage standardized expected profit.
The average standardized actual profit is.2732, and the standard deviation of
the average is .1622. The test statistic iscomputed to be 1.6841. Under the
null hypothesis that the trueaverage standardized profit is zero, this
statisticfalls within the acceptance region of thet—distribution with 38
degrees offreedom. We are consequently unable toreject the null hypothesis.
We are also unable to reject the hypothesis thatthe true mean of the
distribution is equal to theaverage standardized expected profit.
The difference between the two testsagain relates to the timing element
in the speculative strategy. Thespeculator is not as concerned with the
average value of the standardized profit variable as with theability of the
standardized expected profit to predict the standardizedactual profit. By
scaling up the portfolio when the expected profit ishigh, the speculator
changes the distribution of the outcomes. In the case thatwe have considered,
most of the profits were made in two of the 38periods. This is the reason why—21—
the total profits are significantly different fran zero while theaverage
standardized profits are not.8
In this section we have considered the speculative strategyas an isolated
activity. We found that while the strategy did not perform as well as itwas
expected to do, the actual profits were still significantly different from
zero. The main defect with the evaluation of the strategy as an isolatedac-
tivity is that the risk is measured by the variance of profits. Whenconsid-
ered as a part of a wider portfolio, the risk should be measured in termsof
the contribution of the activity to the risk of the portfolio.
IV. THE MARKET RISK OF THE SPECULATIVE STRATEGY
In the previous section, the speculative strategy was evaluated as an Iso-
lated investment activity. In this section, we re—evaluate thestrategy from
the perspective of an investor whose wealth is initially held in a diversified
equity portfolio. We represent the returnon this portfolio by the capital
appreciation of the S&P 500 index. while the index does not include dividends,
the return on this portfolio should be representative of the risk/return trade-
off front conventional U.S. equity portfolios. We shall also assume that the
expected capital appreciation of the S&P is equal to the Treasury risk—free
return Bill rate. Over the period from 1970 to 1981, Ibbotson and Sinquefield
(1982) report that the average capital appreciation of the s & p 500 index was
7.87 percent per annum. Over the same period, the average yield on U. S.
8The statistic reported in equation (15) can be written as
Z =1E (t/at)kt
N
where N represents the degrees of freedom. The test used by Bilson and
Hodrick and Srivastava sets kt equal to unity. The test described in
equation (15) sets kt equal to NUt/,iza. This weighting obviously gives a
larger influence to observation with larger positions.—22—
TreasuryBills was 7.43 percent. The mainquestion that we will investigate is
the following: given the opportunity to dividea fixed initial stock of
capital between the S&P and the currency portfolio,what would be the Optimal
allocation between the two instruments?Furthermore, what is the effect on the
risk and the return of the compositeportfolio from the allocation of apart of
the initial capital to currency speculation?
Since we are dealing with the allocation ofcapital between two investment
activities, we begin by restating the role of capitalinvestment in the
currencyportfolio. In order to implement thespeculative strategy, the
investorrequires capital in order to cover margin requirementsand transac-
tionscosts. Although forward contracts do not typicallyrequire explicit
margins,a bankmay require that the investor maintain a securitydeposit in
orderto ensure against default. We assume that thedeposit amountto10
percent of the absolute value of the position taken andthatthe interest
earned on the deposit is equalto the Treasury Bill rate. Both of these
assumptionsare conservative. The largest loss incurred in the simulationwas
less than 2 percent of the absolute value of theposition, and margins on
foreignexchange futures aretypicallyaround 5 percent of the value of the
position. Furthermore, the deposit would typically be held inthe form of a
certificate of deposit. The yield on a certificate ofdeposit typically
exceedsthe yield on U.S. Treasury Bills. We define the investmentas the
margin plus the transactions cost, and the revenue as theprofit from the spec-
ulative activity, plus the interest on the margin, minus thetransactions
costs.
For an investor whose initial wealth is solely inequities, the derivative
of the variance of end—of—period wealth withrespect to a marginal allocation
of wealth to the currency portfolio is determinedby the 'beta' of the currency—23—
portfolio. Following standard practice, we first estimate the'beta' by
regressing the returns from the currency portfolio on thereturn on the
S&P 500. After presenting these results, we shalldiscuss some problems that
arise with this approach in the present instanceand present some alternative
formulations.
Estimation of the traditional market model ledto the following results.
(16) RC —TSR=.0235÷ .0390 (RP -TSR]+u
(.0122) (.2350)
=.0007S.E. =.0765D.W. =1.944
In equation (16), IC =thereturn on the currency portfolio, TSR =the
Treasury Bill rate, K? =thereturn on the S&P 500, and u =theresidual.
Standard errors are presented in pirentheses beneaththe coefficient esti-
mates. In interpreting these results, the firstimportant point is that the
slope coefficient, which measures the market risk of thecurrency level of
market risk is small and not significantly differentfrom zero. The low level
of market risk is also evidenced by the low value ofthe R2 statistic. In
fact, the adjusted K2 for the regression reported inequation (16) is nega-
tive. The low market risk of thecurrency portfolio is not surprising, since
the most common activity consists of spreads betweenthe European currencies.
The second important point is the size andsignificance of the constant term.
In annual percentage terms, the constant termimplies a return of 28.2 percent
per anntn above the Treasury Bill rate. the estimate is 1.9 standard devia-
tions from zero. While this value is not largeenough to pass conventional
statistical tests, the probability that the true constant term iszero is less
than ten percent. The initial impression, then, is thatthe currency portfolio
offersa substantial rate of return and an extremely low level of market risk.—24-
Thereare, however, a number of problems with the regressionreported in
equation (16). The first is that the residuals in the regression
are likely to
be heteroscedastic. We have already seen that the seriesof speculative
profits are very heteroscedastic because of theleveraging of the portfolio.
While some of this heteroscedasticity
may be eliminated by dividing the profits
by the investment, there is no necessary connectionbetween the size of the
investment and the variance of profits. Forexample, if two currencies are
highly correlated, a spread position may imply a largemargin, and hence a
large investment, but little risk. In order to account forthis problem, we
reestimate the market model by weighted leastsquares. The weights are equal
to the ratio of the investment to the standard deviationof profits, and the
standard deviations are computed from the alternativemodel of the variance of
profits introduced in the previous section. The revisedestimates are
presented in equation (17).
(17) RC —TBR.03358 +.08428[Rp—TBR]+u
(.01175)(.26294)
While the estimate of the market risk is still small andinsignificant, the new
estimates result in an increase in the size and significance ofthe constant
term. The risk—adjusted return is now over 3percent per month, or 40 percent
per annum, over the risk free rate, and it is possible to reject thehypothesis
that this coefficient is zero using standard significancetests.
The second problem with the traditional market modelanalysis is that the
expectedrate of return is assumed to be constant throughout thesample
period.The econometric analysis demonstrated that the risk and returnon the
currency portfolio is not constant, and it would be useful to take this finding
into account in the assessment of the market risk of theactivity. We do this
by introducing the difference between the expected rate ofreturn on the—25—
currency portfolio and the risk free rate as an additionalright hand side
variable.9 In thisformulation, the risk adjusted return is allowedto vary
throughout the sample period. As in the previous
estimation, weighted least
squares is employed to account for the heteroscedasticity inthe residuals.
The results are reported in equation (18).
(18) RC —TSR=—.03273+1.1957[RE—TBRJ+.300197(J.p—TSR]+u
(.03285) (.5568) (.27036)
In this equation, RE =theexpected return on the currency portfolio. This
series is created using the same procedures aswere used to compute the actual
return. From this regression, we observe that thecoefficient on the expected
return is significantly different fromzero, but not significantly different
front unity. We consequently cannot reject thehypothesis that the model is
providing unbiased forecasts of actual returns. When theexpected returns are
included in the regression, the estimate of themarket risk of the activity is
increased, but it is still small and not significantlydifferent from zero.
These results suggest that thecurrency portfolio would be a valuable
addition to a U.s. equity portfolio since the riskadjusted return is large and
statistically significant and since the incremental risk of theactivity
appears to be small. We shall now explore this conjecture ingreater detail by
simulating the performance of a combined equity/currencyportfolio. This
simulation is subject to the following limitations.First, we do not allow the
composition of the currency portfolio to be influenced by the fact thatit will
be combined with equities. In other words,our investor is envisaged to face
the decision of dividing beginning of period wealthbetween an equities fund
9Since we assume that theexpected capital appreciation on the equity
portfolio is equal to the Treasury Bill rate, there isno need for an
additional term representing the difference betweenthe expected equity return and the risk free rate.—26-.
and a currency fund. The fund managers do not take account of theactivities
of other funds in selecting their ownpositions.Second, the investor assumed
that thereturns on the two funds are uncorrelated. This assumptioncan be
relaxed, but it is roughly consistent with the evidence, and it avoidsproblems
associated with the use of ex post information. Although we shalluse the
sample data to estimate the variance of equity returns, all otherinformation,
including the expected return and the expected variance of thecurrency port-
folio, were available at the time that the investment decisions would havebeen
made. As was mentioned above, we approximate the expected capitalappreciation
on the s&p portfolio by the Treasury Bill rate.
We describe the investor's optimization process in the following terms.
At the beginning of each period, the investor divides hiscapital between the
two funds. At the end of the period, the returns are realized and thenew
stock of capital is re—allocated. The information set available to the
investor includes the expected return and the variance of the returnon the
mean/variance utility function specified in (19).
(19) U(E(R), V(R)1 =E(R)—(1/(2A)Jv(R)
Since we are now dealing with the allocation of capital between two portfolios,
this utility function is specified to be a function of the expected rate of
return, E(R), and the expected variance, V(R), of the composite portfolio.
The risk aversion parameter, A, is set equal to .04per month. This estimate—27-.
is broadly consistent with the evidence on risk aversion by Friend andBlwrte
[19751




In these equations, Ri represents the return on the equityportfolio and
P2 represents the return on the currency portfolio. The investorsets the
share of equities in the portfolio, w, at the value thatmaximized expected
utility. In equation (21), the covariance between the returns is assumedto be
zero. The optimal value of the portfolio share is defined inequation (22).
(22) w =V(R2)/(v(R1)+V(R2))+A(E(R1)—E(R2))/(v(R1)+V(R2))
The first term in this equation is the minimum variance allocation betweenthe
two portfolios. The second term causes the actual share to deviate from the
minimum variance value as the expected returns on the two portfoliosdiverge..
As in the previous simulation, we have attempted to restrict the infor-
mation set available to the investor to information that was available at the
time that the decision would have been made. In particular, theexpected
returns and the variance of the return on the currency portfolio are the prior
values from the simulation analysis. We have already demonstrated that these
10Friend and Blume use IRS data on assetholdings and conclude that the
behavior of investors can be described by the utility function U(W) =
wherew represents wealth. Brown [1976] demonstrates that this function can
be approximated by a negative exponential utility function, U(R) =-exp(—R/A),
with A =.0416.Maximizing the utility function specified in equation (19) is
equivalent to maximizing a negative exponential utility function. See Jorian
[1983).—28—
values tend to be overly optimistic relative to theex post outcomes, and that
this excessive optimism will lead to an underestimateof the weight of equities
inthe portfolio. On the other hand, it turns outthat the Treasury Bill rate
Overestimatedthe capital appreciation on the S&Pindexduring this sample
period, so that the net bias is uncertain. Theonly ex post information that
isused in the simulation is the estimate of thevariance of the equity
returns.
Theresults from the simulation arepresentedin Table 3. Overthe sample
period,the investor allocated between 100 percent to 22percent of capital to
the currency portfolio. On an annualizedbasis, the combined portfolio
achieved an actual rate of return of 31.37percent per annum. In comparison,
theS&P portfolio achieved an annualized return of8.73 percent and the
currency portfolio achieved an annualized return of 47.67percent.
Furthermore, thestandard deviation of the combined portfoliowas not much
greaterthan the standard deviation of the S&P return.Finally, we calculate
the level of utility for the three portfolios.1'All three turn out to be
negative. In fact, ourinvestorwould prefer a certain loss of some six
percent permonthto an investment in the currency portfolio. For the combined
portfolio, the certainly equivalent value of the strategywas minus 1.6 percent
per month. These statistics need to be interpretedcarefully. They are saying
that if the investor had a chance to participate in an investmentoffering an
expected return of 3.3 percent with a standard deviation of 7.6percent, he or
she would decide not to participate because of the high risk. Thesestatistics
representthe average return and the standard deviation of the returnon the
11The utility levelsare calculated from V(•, ) =Alit)—
whereA(1T)isthe ex post average actual return, and V(ir)is the ex post varianceof the return.—29—
Table 3: COMBINED EQtJITY/CCJRRENCYPORTFOLIO
S&PActual Currency Combined s&p Date Return Actual Return Actual Return Share
800201 .078 .153 .114 .52 800229 —.014 .103 .030 .52 800328 —.121 .067 —.033 .53 800425 .044 .017 .017 .36 800523 .051 —.007 .014 .36
800620 .031 .015 .022 .47
800718 .068 .015 .045 .57
800815 .030 .046 .041 .27
800912 —.001 .076 .076 .00
801010 .037 .034 .035 .34
801107 —.009 .048 .032 .28
801205 .037 .018 .030 .64
810102 .017 .093 .041 .69
810130 —.051 .057 —.005 .57
810227 .013 .061 .031 .63
810327 .025 —.177 .000 .88
810424 .004 .049 .011 .84
810522 —.029 .085 .012 .64
810619 .007 .098 .098 .00
810717 —.011 .082 .082 .00
810814 .013 .022 .022 .00
810911 —.086 .052 .052 .00
811009 —.001 —.169 —.132 .22
811106 .010 .007 .008 .48
811204 .029 —.024 .012 .69
811231 —.030 .057 .014 .50
820129 —.018 .060 .013 .61
820226 —.062 .030 —.034 .69
820326 —.010 .046 .006 .70
820423 .058 .097 .096 .03
820521 —.032 .101 .029 .54
820618 —.069 —.195 —.152 .34
820716 .035 .054 .039 .77
820812 —.067 .135 .004 .65
820910 .153 .048 .124 .72
821008 .080 .030 .064 .67
821105 .081 .004 .065 .79
821203 —.025 —.076 —.067 .18
821231 .014 .072 .049 .40
Mean .007 .033 .023 .45
S.D. .052 .076 .055 .27
Ratio .140 .440 .420 1.66
Utility —.038 —.062 —.016—30—
actual outcomes from the currency portfolio. These results do notimply,
however, that the investor would never allocate capital to thecurrency port-
folio because the expected ratio of return to risk is not constant.
We will illustrate this point by repeating the portfolio allocationdeci-
sion for a choice between a risk free asset bearing the Treasury Billrate and
the currency portfolio. The simulation results are presented in Table4. For
most of the periods, the investor holds between 60 percent to 100percent of
capital in the form of Treasury Bills. However, there are five periods——
associated with large differences in nominal interest rates——when urnpercent
of capital is allocated to the currency portfolio and there area number of
other periods in which the currency share is substantial. These occasional
allocationsof capital to currency speculation substantially improved the
return on the portfolio. On an annualized basis, the pure Treasury Bill
portfolio hadanaverage yield of 12.68 percent. The combined portfolio had an
averageyield of 25.35 percent per annum.
We conclude this section by examining theend of period wealth from the
variousstrategies. We assume an initial capital of $1000 and allow for re-
investment of returns in each period.
EOP Wealth (% Increase)
Treasury Bills $1466 46.6%
S&P 500 $1254 25.4%
Currencies $3161 216.1%
Currencies and m's $2028 102.8%
Currencies and S&P $2314 131.4%
These values demonstrate that the currency portfolio had the largest average
rate of return over this sample period. An investor who had taken the
positions suggested by the currencyportfolio would have hadan end—of-period
wealthwhichwould be more than twice that yielded by the traditional—31—
investment instruments. Furthermore, the low correlation between thecurrency
portfolio returns and the return on U.S. equities implies that the addition of
a currency portfolio to a U.S. equity portfolio will tend to diversify the risk
of that portfolio. Over the sample period, an investor who had dividedcapital
between the two portfolios in the way suggested by our analysis would have
obtained a substantially higher average rate of return in exchange for a
moderate increase in risk.—32—
Table4: COMBINED TREASURY BILL/CURRENCY PORTFOLIO
T. Bill Currency Combined
Actual Actual Actual T.Bill
Date Return Return Return Share
800201 .010 .153 .047 .74
800229 .012 .103 .026 .84
800328 .012 .067 .025 .78
800425 .010 .017 .017 .00
800523 .006 —007 .002 .70
800620 .006 .015 .008 .72
800718 .008 .015 .009 .80
800815 .007 .046 .026 .51
800912 .009 .076 .076 .00
801010 .010 .034 .019 .61
801107 .011 .048 .027 .55
801205 .013 .018 .014 .85
810102 .012 .093 .022 .88
810130 .012 .057 .021 .81
810227 .012 .061 .020 .84
810327 .011 —.177 .006 .97
810424 .011 .049 .013 .96
810522 .014 .085 .020 .91
810619 .013 .098 .098 .00
810717 .012 .082 .082 .00
810814 .013 .022 .022 .00
810911 .012 .052 .052 .00
811009 .010 —.169 —.077 .52
811106 .010 .007 .009 .76
811204 .008 —.024 .005 .91
811231 .009 .057 .019 .80
820129 .010 .060 .017 .86
820226 .010 .030 .012 .90
820326 .011 .046 .014 .90
820423 .010 .097 .092 .06
820521 .010 .101 .030 .78
820618 .010 —.195 —.086 .53
820716 .009 .054 .012 .94
820812 .008 .135 .026 .86
820910 .007 .048 .011 .90
821008 .006 .030 .009 .87
821105 .006 .004 .006 .93
821203 .007 —.076 —.046 .36
821231 .007 .072 .030 .64
Mean .010 .033 .019 .64
S.D. .002 .076 .035 .33
Ratio 4.420 .440 .540 1.93
Utility .010 —.062 .004—33—
cot4cLusIONS
Thereare a number of conclusions that can be drawn from this study.
First, there does appear to be a strong in—sample bias in tests of market
efficiency in the foreign exchange market. In particular, we find that stan-
dard regression procedures tend to underestimate the variance and overestimate
the mean of trading profits. As a consequence, speculators are likely to be
disappointed if they follow the rules outlined in this and other papers on
trading strategy.
On the other hand, the strategy was profitable despite the allowances made
for transactions costs and margin requirements. Most of the profits were made
in a small number of instances when interest rate differentials were large.
Since these periods correspond to situations of unstable international monetary
arrangements, the profits could be associated with central bank intervention
(Taylor [1982]) or with a peso problem (Krasker [1980]) in which a small
probability adverse outcome has not occured in the sample. It should be
noticed, however, that the realization of the major part of profits in a small
number ofperiods is a consequence of the trading strategy, rather than being a
consequence of unanticipated outcomes.
In the final section of the paper, composite portfolios of equities and
currencies, and equities and Treasury Bills, were considered. Although the
shareof currencies in the composite portfolio was typically small, it is
probabily greater than existing investments by pension fund managers in forward
contracts. Furthermore, there were a number of periods in which the allocation
of capital to currency speculation was large, and these investments did
substantially improve the risk/return characteristic of the portfolio. It is
consequently unlikely that the failure of investment managers to engage in
currency speculation is due to risk aversion.—34—
AppendixA: Weights In Uaposite Forecast









































AppendixB: Summary of Positions Taken
(Values in U. S. Dollars)
DATE CD HP HF FF DM IL OG SF
800201 —41 0 1 0 —s 2 —4509 —4 800229 —12 0 0 0 —492 5335 0 —2461 —200 800328 —1171 945 170 880 0 716 1878 —4268 0 800425 —1 499 8067 0—8736 1738 1 —1993 0 800523 58 259 9229 0—1329 0 —5790 —2695 0
800620 —771 1 4 0—3027 6770 0 —2256 509 800718 —0 0 1 0 2435 5209 —0 —1773 475
800815—1475 0 0 0—7055 11056 0 —1938 540
800912—6056 —706 0 0 —2717433348 —14 0 751
801010—1908 0 0 0 —6452 9112 0 —1080 446
801107 —3731 3 0 0 —5961 10011 —0 —268 506
801205—1090 550 1 0 0 2878 0 —224 32
810102 —14 —0 0 0 1 2787 —1873 —1369 —20
810130 —0 0 451 0 —1 3948 —3451 —1422 —206
810227 0 0 0 0 —9 3975 —1167 —2733 38
810327 0 0 0 0 2 1030 —317 —787 —65
810424 685 —0 0 0 0 830 —435 —508 —176
810522 1092 —36 2442 0 0 1721 —4853 —0 —2
81061925409—9653 —12949 107286 —541121 —141221 10877 —2352
810717 7351—1519 0 16040—6690 18719 —26770 0 —1363
810814 17107 0 141 17794—255527392 —41021 —1339 —2136
810911 11273—78083683957439 —1639724507 —90809 —14694 3635
811009 7199 —304 1 950—4687 7503 —1825 —2050 —1637
811106 10 0 6246 0—4325 0 —101 —921 —1407
811204 2144 297 0 0 —138 1094 0 —770 —1105
811231 2235 976 0 0 —309 4123 —2738 —29 —1540
820129 0 841 916 0—1126 2369 —481 —708 —1701
820226 0 676 0 0 —42 2365 —1245 —277 —1293
820326 9 651 0 0 —212 2139 —391 —841 —1368
820423 —549 1310 —0 15043 0 2849 —13837 0 —2710
820521 8 1040 106 925 —15 3504 —1697 —1643 —1743
820618 0 544 0 9134 —367 3 —6362 —565 —2200
820716 359 115 41 4 —1091 1644 —5 —3 —948
820812 1487 210 0 0 0 2356 0 —1813 —1237
820910 1301 0 0 0 —s 1751 —0 —125 —773
821008 0 14 0 0—1778 3767 —1 —531 —883
821105 0 35 0 0 —365 2191 —0 —883 —653
821203 0 2269 —288—2029 —6291 13393 —1 —912 —3333
821231 —222 706 —81 0—4164 8359 —502 —424 —1674—36—
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